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 2 .  .We study singularity formation for the 2 = 2 system u q u q u¨ s 0 andt x y
 .  2 .¨ q u¨ q ¨ s 0. Our analysis is based on the argument, due to J. Kellert x y
 .and L. Ting 1966, Comm. Pure. Appl. Math. 19, 371]420 , about the evolution
along a characteristic of the compression rate of nearby characteristics. This system
is one of a class of systems, called partially aligned, which exhibit a degenerate
characteristic structure where a pair of directions replaces the usual cone at every
point. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
The system we will study,
u q u2 q u¨ s 0 .  . yxt
¨ q u¨ q ¨ 2 s 0, 1 .  .  .yxt
consists of the balance of momentum equations for an incompressible
homogeneous 2-dimensional fluid at constant pressure. One should not
expect these equations to model fluid behavior, but this fact motivates the
consideration of this particular system.
w xTan and Zhang 7 studied the Riemann problem for this system and
introduced d-shock waves as components of their solution. In contrast, our
 .work is basically concerned with the smooth solutions of 1 . The only
general result on the formation of singularities for multi-D systems is the
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w xwork of Sideris 5 . His theorem applies, however, to symmetrizable strictly
hyperbolic systems, which excludes those under present consideration.
 .System 1 exhibits a degeneracy in characteristic structure which puts it
 .into a class we call partially aligned see Definition 1 . Some of our analysis
applies to other partially aligned systems, but a sharp algebraic constraint
 .on the fluxes, which system 1 happens to satisfy, is also required. We
w xdiscuss some of the basic properties of partially aligned systems in 3 .
 . 2Let U s u, ¨ denote a point in a state space domain V : R and let
A and B be two smooth functions defined on V, with values in the set of
2 = 2 matrices with real eigenvalues. We consider the quasilinear hyper-
bolic systems
U q A U U q B U U s 0. 2 .  .  .t x y
DEFINITION 1. The system above is partially aligned at U g V if0
 .  .A U and B U have an eigenvector in common. We say it is partially0 0
aligned in V : V if it is partially aligned at every state in V . We call a0 0
common eigenspace of A and B a direction of alignment.
An important property of partially aligned systems is that they admit a
Riemann invariant, associated to the direction of alignment. It is easy to
 .see that system 1 is partially aligned. First we write it in quasilinear form
 .2 , with
¨ u2u 0A s and B s . 3 .¨ u 0 2¨
The eigenvalues 2u of A and 2¨ of B have left eigenvectors respectively
 .  .1, 0 and 0, 1 . The remaining eigenvalues, u of A and ¨ of B, have a
 .common left eigenvector ¨ , yu .
 .We will put system 1 in upper triangular form. Consider functions
 .h u, ¨ with gradient spanning the direction of alignment at every point
away from the origin. The function h is called a Riemann invariant for
 .system 1 and its local existence for arbitrary partially aligned systems
follows from the fact that state space is two-dimensional. The argument is
w xidentical to the one used in 2 = 2 systems in one space dimension; see 6
for details. In our case, we will exhibit Riemann invariant functions
explicitly.
 .Since the direction of alignment ¨ , yu is linearly dependent with the
gradient of the Riemann invariants, these Riemann invariants must be
constant on rays departing the origin. There are no smooth nonconstant
2  .4functions defined everywhere in R y 0, 0 constant on rays. Thus, there
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are no globally smooth Riemann invariants. We pick the angle function as
Riemann invariant,
u
Q u , ¨ s arctan , 4 .  . /¨
 .choosing the branch of the arctan ? with values in the interval
 .ypr2, 3pr2 . This corresponds to fixing a state space domain that does
not contain the negative u-axis. We also remove a closed neighborhood of
 .the state 0, 0 from the domain. For « ) 0 set
V s R2 y u , ¨ : ¨ s 0, u F 0 j u , ¨ : u2 q ¨ 2 F « 2 . 5 4  4 .  .  . .
Other domains could be considered, by choosing different branches for the
 .arctan ? , but our argument would not change in substance.
We choose another smooth function, which together with the Riemann
 .invariant Q forms a new pair of dependent variables, in which system 1
becomes upper triangular. The only requirement the other coordinate
must satisfy is that its gradient be linearly independent from =Q every-
2 2’where in V. We use the radius variable R s u q ¨ , as it is the familiar
complement to Q, but calling attention to the fact that it is an arbitrary
choice. In the new variables,
RW s ,
Q
 .system 1 becomes
2 22 R sin Q R cos Q 2 R cos Q yR sin QW q W q W s 0. 6 .t x y0 R sin Q 0 R cos Q
 .  .  .Assume R x, y, t and Q x, y, t are smooth solutions of 6 , defined on
2  .D ' R = 0, T , continuous on the closure D. The characteristics for
 .system 1 become evident when the system is written as above. The
 .second equation in 6 expresses the fact that the Riemann invariant Q is
constant along characteristics determined by
dxrdt s R sin Q x , y , t .  .
dyrdt s R cos Q x , y , t .  . 7 .
x 0 , y 0 s a , a . .  .  . . 1 2
 .Here a ' a , a is a Lagrangian marker, labelling the starting posi-1 2
tion of the characteristic in physical space. The other characteristic wave-
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field is given by the eigenvalues of A and B associated to the non-aligned
eigenspaces,
dxrdt s 2 R sin Q x , y , t .  .
dyrdt s 2 R cos Q x , y , t .  .
x 0 , y 0 s a , a . .  .  . . 1 2
This wavefield does not carry a conserved quantity.
 .  .System 1 is hyperbolic, but not strictly so. At each state u , ¨ g V,0 0
there is a direction where the two speeds of plane wave propagation
 .coincide, given by y¨ , u . This failure of strict hyperbolicity is a feature0 0
w xof partially aligned systems in general, and it is discussed in detail in 3 .
The structure of the characteristic fields in this particular example exhibits
invariance under rotational symmetries of state space, which is a reflection
of the covariance of these equations with respect to simultaneous rotation
of dependent and independent variables. For a discussion of symmetry and
w xcharacteristics for multi-D systems see 2 .
We will now begin to discuss singularity formation per se. For 2 = 2
systems in one space dimension there is a well-known argument, due to
Klainerman and Majda, which can be used to prove shock formation we
w x .refer the reader to 4 rather than to the original source . Their idea relies
on finite-time decoupling of information transported along the two charac-
teristic wavefields, for compactly supported perturbations of a constant
state. Unless one requires global separation of the speeds of the two
wavefields, an argument of this kind fails in partially aligned systems
because it is not possible to propagate in time the initial separation of
wavefields with only one Riemann invariant. We will now show that the
other classical shock formation analysis for 2 = 2 systems in one space
dimension can actually be adapted to our system. We refer the reader once
w xmore to 4 for details on the one-dimensional case.
We will define a compression rate matrix, measuring the relative dis-
placement of neighboring characteristics for the Riemann invariant wave-
field. An ordinary differential equation for the compression rate along the
 .characteristic will be derived Lemma 2 . We will show that as long as the
solution remains confined to V, smoothness will be lost through infinite
 .compression shock formation in finite time.
  .  ..DEFINITION 2. Let x a , t , y a , t be the characteristic curve, solu-
 .tion of system 7 . We define the compression rate matrix M by
­ xr­a ­ xr­a1 2M a , t s . .
­ yr­a ­ yr­a1 2
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 .Note that M a , 0 is the identity, and hence invertible for t small. Our
first result consists of the observation that when this matrix becomes
  .  ..singular shocks will form. Let R x, y , Q x, y be the initial data for0 0
 .system 6 .
 .LEMMA 1. If M a*, T is singular, with n a nonzero ¨ector in its kernel,
 :if the directional deri¨ ati¨ e =Q , n is nonzero at a*, and if the solution0
 .W s R, Q is smooth in a tubular neighborhood of the characteristic emanat-
<   .  . . <ing from a* for times t - T then =Q x a*, t , y a*, t , t ª ` as t ª T.
Proof. This is a consequence of the transport equation
= Q M s = Q , 8 . . x , y . a 0
which comes from the fact that Q is constant along characteristics and is
valid as long as the solution W is C1, i.e., as long as t - T by hypothesis.
Multiply this identity by n on the right, and pass to the limit t ª T.
 .THereafter, we will denote the transpose of any matrix by ? . Vectors
will be represented by row matrices. Consequently, matrices operate on
vectors through multiplication on the right. If ¨ and ¨ are two vectors1 2
 .T  .Tthen ¨ ¨ denotes their euclidean inner product and ¨ ¨ denotes1 2 1 2
 .  .the matrix ¨ m ¨ . Set L R, Q s R sin Q, R cos Q , the vector of eigen-1 2
  ..values of A and B the matrices defined in 3 , determining the Riemann
invariant characteristic speed. Our next lemma is the derivation of the
differential equation satisfied by the compression rate matrix along the
characteristic.
LEMMA 2. Fix a Lagrangian marker a . As in Lemma 1, assume that the
solution W is smooth in a tubular neighborhood of the characteristic gi¨ en by
 .  .7 with initial position a . Then the compression rate matrix M a , ? satisfies
the ordinary differential equation
T TdM ­L ­L
y =R M s = Q . . a 0 /  /dt ­ R ­ Q
Proof. The equation obtained by differentiating M along the character-
istic is
T TdM ­L ­L
s =R M q =Q M . .  . /  /dt ­ R ­ Q
 .The lemma is proved using the transport identity 8 on the last term of
the right-hand side.
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 .We have not yet used the particular form of system 1 . In what follows
we restrict our attention to this system. Below we state the main result of
this paper.
 .   .  ..THEOREM 1. Let U x, y s u x, y , ¨ x, y be the initial data, con-0 0 0
 .   .  ..stant outside a compact set, with ¨alues in V; W x, y s R x, y , Q x, y0 0 0
is this initial data expressed in W coordinates. Suppose that the ¨ector field
=Q has at most a finite number of critical points in the interior of the support0
of the data. Then there is no smooth, globally defined solution with ¨alues
in V.
 .  .Proof. Put system 1 in the upper triangular form 6 and recall the
definition of L, the Riemann invariant characteristic wavespeed vector.
H  .Consider L ' ycos Q, sin Q , a nonzero vector perpendicular to ­Lr­ RR
everywhere. The crucial property of this vector, for our purposes, is that it
does not depend on R, in other words,
­
HL s 0. 9 . .R­ R
Take any simple, closed level curve of Q , inverse image of a regular0
value. The vector field LH is constant along this level curve and theR
outward unit normal to a C1 Jordan curve such as this one is a surjective
H  .map onto the unit circle. Hence there exists a* such that L a*, 0 isR
 .parallel to the vector =Q a* and has the same orientation. Therefore we0
can choose a real constant C ) 0 such that
LH a*, 0 s C =Q a* . 10 .  .  . .R 0
 . H  .Define n t ' L a*, t . Along the direction spanned by n the equationR
for the compression rate matrix M in Lemma 2 becomes a closed 2 = 2
system which can be integrated explicitly. The important facts here are:
1. n is constant along the Riemann invariant characteristic,
 .T .2. n belongs to the left kernel of the matrix ­Lr­ R =R .
Multiplying the equation for M by n one gets
T TdM ­L ­L
n y n =R M s n = Q . . a 0 /  /dt ­ R ­ Q
Since n was chosen perpendicular to ­Lr­ R, the second term on the left
hand side vanishes, leaving us with
TdM ­L
n s n = Q . 11 .a 0 /dt ­ Q
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We recall that the time derivative here is in fact a derivative along the
characteristic. Calculating this derivative for n gives
dn ­ n dR ­ n dQ
s q .
dt ­ R dt ­ Q dt
The term dQrdt vanishes because the Riemann invariant is constant
along the characteristic, whereas ­ nr­ R vanishes by virtue of the alge-
 .braic relation 9 . Therefore we conclude that n is also constant along the
characteristic, or in other words,
dn
s 0. 12 .
dt
 .  .Rewrite Eq. 11 , using 12 , obtaining an exact equation with the form
Td ­L
n M s n = Q . . a 0 /dt ­ Q
We integrate this equation and get an explicit formula for n M along the
characteristic;
T­Lt Hn M t s C q L ds =Q a* , 13 .  .  .  .H R 0 / /­ Q0
which then becomes
t
n M t s C y R ds =Q a* . .  .  .H 0 /0
This expression vanishes after some time as long as R ) « . This is the case
if the solution is to remain inside V.
 .Let T U be the first time where this expression is zero. Observe that0
 .T U depends on « and on a*, which in turn depends on =Q . In fact,0 0
the estimate
0 - T U - Cr« , .0
 .where C is the constant in 10 , holds true.
The conclusion follows from Lemma 1.
Our first observation is that this argument may be extended to a small
subset of the class of partially aligned systems. Consider now general
 .partially aligned systems cast in upper triangular form as in 6 . The
Riemann invariant wavefield is determined by a vector, which we still call
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L, whose components are the eigenvalues associated to the common
eigenvector. We call the Riemann invariant variable V and its complemen-
Ätary variable V. An additional condition must be imposed in order to make
an argument similar to the one above hold true. We must assume that
Ä .  .there exists a smooth scalar function f V, V and a vector J V such that
­L Äs f V , V J V , 14 .  . .Ä­ V
Ä Äi.e., that the vector ­Lr­ V has direction independent of V. Granted that,
H Ä  .we can choose the vector n ' L independent of V so that 12 holds inÄV
the general case.
 .Another necessary requirement is that the integrand in 13 have a
distinguished sign, and be kept far from vanishing. This condition plays the
role of genuine nonlinearity in our problem. For partially aligned systems
 .satisfying 14 and this genuine nonlinearity, a similar theorem holds.
 .  .The singularity at the state 0, 0 in system 1 can also be interpreted as
w xcoincidence in the sense defined in 3 , and hence as failure of a condition
structurally similar to strict hyperbolicity for 1-D systems. Near the state
 .  .0, 0 , system 1 has characteristics of variable multiplicity}a situation
known to be difficult to deal with even in the linear case.
Let us go back to the proof of the theorem above, and the specific case
 .of system 1 . Looking at the specific characteristic along which the
 .analysis was carried out, chosen in 10 , we have proved that either a shock
will form, or the variable R has to vanish rather rapidly, that is to say,
integrably along that characteristic. But how do small values of R arise?
Consider the other characteristic family, and write the evolution equation
 .for R in 1 along one of these characteristics as
T2ÇR s yR =Q cos Q , ysin Q . 15 .  . 4
 .   .T .  .  . .For simplicity, let us define q t s =Q cos Q, ysin Q x t , y t , t ,
  .  . .where x t , y t , t is an integral curve of the R-characteristic field. Then,
the solution of the ODE above is
y11 t
R t s q q t dt . 16 .  .  .H /R 00
First we can see that, if the solution is initially far from 0, and stays
smooth, it will not attain the value 0 in finite time. Furthermore, R will
t  .vanish asymptotically only if H q t moves to either q` or y`. However,0
the movement to y` leads to a finite time of blow-up for R, and thus
singularity formation.
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 .The assumption made in 10 for the choice of a* implies local com-
pressivity for the evolution near a*. This assumption also implies that the
 .function q t defined above is positive for small positive times near a*. So,
at least at first we have two competing compressive phenomena going on
at once: blow-up for R along the R characteristics, or shock formation
through infinite compression of the Riemann invariant characteristic.
t  .The third possibility is that H q t goes to q` along the R-characteris-0
tics. This corresponds to the fact that these characteristics, with initially
compressive behavior, stay in a rarefactive regime. This possibility cannot
be excluded with the present techniques, but we expect this should not
 .happen. We would need fast decay in R, coupled with fast growth in q t ,
for this to happen, but the fact that these two trends have to be analysed
along distinct characteristic families puts a proof here beyond our present
reach.
What happens beyond singularity formation? If the breakdown was the
appearance of a shock, we expect weak solutions with propagating shocks
to arise. There is no theory for weak solutions of multi-D hyperbolic
systems, but one hopes the scalar and 1-D systems theory will generalize,
in some sense, to this situation. The case of blow-up is more delicate. At
blow-up time, the characteristics become horizontal, i.e., infinite speeds of
propagation arise. An initial value problem with blown-up initial data not
only has a singularity in it but also is giving Cauchy data on a characteris-
tic. We have good reason to suspect the problem beyond blow-up to be
seriously ill-posed. We note however that observing spontaneous blow-up
from smooth initial data as we propose here strengthens the case for use
of d-shock waves in the Riemann problem solution produced by Tan and
w xZhang 7 .
We have presented mechanisms for spontaneous blow-up and shock
 .formation from smooth, compactly supported initial data for 1 . Actual
instances of these phenomena should be easily found numerically, since
our analysis gives good predictions for the circumstances when each one
should occur. One may also search for spontaneous d-shock wave forma-
tion numerically by taking into account our characterization of behavior
along characteristics. We will leave this numerical treatment for future
research.
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